Judy has been working with Heart Resonance Therapy (HRT) since 2005. Judy owns
and operates Third Eye Healing Centre, a successful spiritual healing centre in
Margate, on the Redcliffe Peninsula.
I have found that since working with Heart Resonance energy, l have had some
amazing results and wonderful feedback from clients who come to my clinic for
treatments. l have also experienced personal growth on so many levels, an
acceleration of my own unique unfoldment. Embracing this beautiful energy has
given me an allowance to open myself up to the massive potential that has always
been who l am. The more l use the tools l teach either on myself or with clients, the
more l find l flow within my heart energy, opening my intuition, changing my perspective, softly surrendering to the
magical flow of my life, observing the perfection. Using Heart Resonance energy gives me a powerful tool to bring
me home to my heart, where all truth unfolds. I am always happy to share my experiences with you and it brings
great joy to my life to be teaching Heart Resonance Therapy, expanding this beautiful modality throughout this
amazing planet that we live on.

So what is Heart Resonance
HRT is hard to explain in words as it is a feeling rather than a thinking process. The best way of knowing what Heart
Resonance is, is to try a treatment and experience it for yourself.
HRT is an energetic healing system that is fairly new on the planet and was grounded by Trevor Gollagher over a
period of about 15 years. Initially, Trevor saw Heart Resonance as a healing modality, but he now sees it as a system
that can align your consciousness into the new energy of the Earth and spiritual ascension. It still is a wonderful
healing modality, but much more.
One of the wonderful aspects of Heart Resonance, is it tends to merge you into a detached and allowing space. This
helps you greatly in living with less stress and burden in your life. The more you use it, the more the energetic quality
of HRT aligns you with universal consciousness and divine plan. This puts you at the forefront of the energetic shift
that is currently happening on the planet.

How does it work?
A HRT practitioner is able to resonate a powerful “Divine Love Centred” energy field and in so doing, transform disease through the process of entrainment. The HRT practitioner can travel on to any level of a person’s existence you
instigate powerful and positive shifts, clearing emotional stagnation and residues that burden the body.
From a spiritual level, HRT awakens new energy pathways within the body allowing the body utilise a higher light
frequency. HRT greatly expands consciousness and intuitive abilities, and aligns you to the energetic changes we are
currently undergoing. This puts you at the front of the boar so to speak of the ascension process to Godself
awakening.
HRT is taught in three levels, with a fourth teaching level available. Even though HRT is taught through numerous
levels, it is not essential that one move past the first level.

What’s in a Workshop

Course descriptions
Level one
Level one Heart Resonance Therapy (HRT) is taught over one full day. Your investment - $288
During the workshop you will learn:
•
•

The History of HRT – how it started and how it has evolved
You will receive the HRT transmission – during this process the HRT teacher raises her vibration into a higher
dimensional reality to gain access to a very specific Divine Love Resonance that is HRT. Whilst in this space,
the teacher is able to perform a transmission of this frequency into the student, empowering them for life
with HRT.
The Universal law of Resonance – it is through this law that level one HRT works as a healing modality
Learn how and why HRT works as a healing and spiritual development tool.
Our evolving Chakra/Energy system and how its new functionality is impacting on our life.
How to self treat with this powerful energy by using a simple, yet powerful form of meditation
Treatment of others – learn how to treat people in a professional way. This section of the workshop
addresses all legal, health and clinic procedures
Other uses of HRT – sending treatments, food, water, plants and environmental healing and clearing
The levels of HRT – all levels of HRT are discussed so each student can make an informed decision on
whether or not they would like to advance in this wonderful modality.
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Course description
Level two
Level two Heart Resonance Therapy (HRT) is taught over one full day. Your investment - $188
During the workshop you will learn:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Level two Meditation – a wonderful tool to re-balance, ground and de-stress your body
Holy Trinity Treatment – very effective treatment for people who suffer from stress, depression or any
emotional issues. Helps to re-align the grounding channel within the body thereby reinstating calmness
and balance
Holy Trinity Concepts – learn some amazing techniques to clear the negative impact of past events, create
positive outcomes for future events. It can also be used environmentally to change the energy of places
and situation in a positive way.
Inner Journey Treatments – powerful treatments allowing you to work internally within the body. This
process is like Shamanic travelling into the body and can be done on yourself as well as others.
Body Water Scrying – remove the negative residue energies and imprints held within the water of the
body. In so doing, allows the body to function with more ease and grace.
Body System Healing – learn to work on very deep levels within all major body systems clearing out
emotional stagnation and disharmonious imprints. Many of these negative energies create burden and ill
health
Meridian Balancing – simple and easy to learn techniques to balance the meridian flows through the body.

Does the HRT logo have a meaning?

Yes, it represents the Divine Father, Divine Mother, & the Divine
aspect within, merging together into the Sacred Heart

For more information visit contact
Third Eye Healing Centre, Queensland, Australia
www.thirdeyehealing.com.au
thirdeyehealing@optunet.com.au
Phone Judy 0738833882

